Reuters Newsmakers
About the Hosts of Reuters Newsmakers

Reuters, the news and media division of Thomson Reuters, is the world’s largest multimedia news provider. Founded in 1851, Reuters is committed to the Trust Principles of independence, integrity and freedom from bias. With unmatched coverage in over 16 languages, and reaching billions of people worldwide every day, it provides trusted intelligence that powers humans and machines to make smart decisions. Reuters supplies business, financial, national and international news to professionals via desktop terminals, the world’s media organizations, industry events and directly to consumers. Reuters: The Real World in Real Time.

Thomson Reuters is a leading provider of business information services. Its products include highly specialized information-enabled software and tools for legal, tax, accounting and compliance professionals combined with the world’s most global news service – Reuters. For more information on Thomson Reuters, visit tr.com and for the latest world news, reuters.com.
What are Reuters Newsmakers?

We Create a Stage Where News is Made
Reuters Newsmakers are discussion forums that bring together top global experts, CEOs, politicians and thought leaders in front of a live and virtual audience. They are currently taking place virtually.

The Format and the Forum are Never Quite the Same
Newsmakers can feature interviews or panel discussions, and usually conclude with audience question-and-answer sessions. They break news of interest to both local and global audiences, generate significant press coverage, and bring the most prominent figures and journalists together on the Reuters stage.

Providing Knowledge in Real Time
Newsmakers provide opportunities to discuss and debate the world’s most pressing issues, in real time. Creating this forum for conversation leads to thought-provoking discourse.
We Invite Influential Figures into the Audience

Here, the audience is as important as the speakers. In attendance are luminaries from the worlds of business and finance, law, science, media, politics, government and the arts. They also represent our network of Reuters partners, clients, media outlets and watchdogs.

Watch and Participate Online

Everyone is invited via multimedia coverage on Reuters.com and a coordinated presence across social media platforms. Global audiences can join the industry experts, influencers and Reuters editorial leaders in attendance by viewing the events on Reuters.com.

Expect Breadth and Expertise

Newsmakers drive the global news agenda and illuminate the key discussion topics and major themes of the day. They provide audiences with intelligent information in the fields of politics, business and general news. The breadth of topics reaches as far and wide as Reuters international news network.

Reuters Editorial Leaders Moderate Every Newsmaker

Reuters renowned editorial leaders such as Reuters Editor-in-Chief Stephen J. Adler, Reuters Editor-at-Large Sir Harold Evans, Reuters Global Managing Editor Alessandra Galloni and Reuters Editor-at-Large Axel Threlfall moderate each Newsmaker event—setting the stage for news to be made.
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Leaders with a Story to Tell

Reuters Newsmakers attract powerful leaders with stories to tell, including CEOs, world leaders and many other prominent figures from across the globe.

Newsmakers have included:

- Shinzō Abe, Prime Minister of Japan
- Preet Bharara, Former United States Attorney for the Southern District of NY
- Tony Blair, Former Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
- Nadia Calviño, Economy Minister of Spain
- Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of England
- Bill Gates, Co-Chair of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
- Piyush Gupta, CEO of DBS Bank
- John Kerry, Former United States Secretary of State
- Jim Yong Kim, Former World Bank President
- Henry Kissinger, Former United States Secretary of State
- Haruhiko Kuroda, Governor of the Bank of Japan
- Carrie Lam, Chief Executive of Hong Kong
- Jim Mattis, Former United States Secretary of Defense
- David Miliband, President & CEO of the International Rescue Committee
- Antonio Neri, President and CEO of Hewlett Packard Enterprise
- Danièle Nouy, Former Chair of the Supervisory Board at the European Central Bank
- Pedro Sánchez, Prime Minister of Spain
- Juan Manuel Santos, Former President of Colombia
- Stephen A. Schwarzman, Founder & CEO of Blackstone
- Brad Smith, President of Microsoft
- Nicola Sturgeon, First Minister of Scotland
- Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada
- Jeffrey W. Ubben, CEO & CIO of ValueAct Capital
Follow Reuters Newsmakers Live

Watch the live stream at: www.reuters.com

@Reuters, @ReutersLive, @ReutersPR and @thomsonreuters

facebook.com/reuters and facebook.com/thomsonreuters

www.reuters.com/newsmakers

For More Information, Contact:

reuters.newsmaker@tr.com